Institution Zoological garden of City of Zagreb
Shelter for abandoned animals of City of Zagreb
Franjčevićeva 43, Dumovec, Sesvetski Kraljevec

SHELTER FOR ABANDONED ANIMALS OF CITY OF ZAGREB
(Franjčevićeva 43, Dumovec, Sesvetski Kraljevec)

Dat. _____________
Name and last name of the adoptive owner:
_____________________________________________________
address: ____________________________________________________________________
social security number: _______________________________ phone:
_______________________________
e-mail: _____________________________________________OIB_____________________
Are signing:
A Contract for adoption of an abandoned animal
Description of the animal that is being adopted:
Breed: __________________________________________ male or female: ___________________
short description: __________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Age (approximately/known): _____________________________________________________
Name of the dog: ___________microchip number: ___________________________
Spayed:
Neutered:

YES/NO
YES/NO
Article 1.

The adoptive owner is contractually obligated to adopt the animal that was under the care of the
shelter for abandoned animals of City of Zagreb up until the moment of adoption, in compliance with the
general conditions.
Article 2.
The Adoptive owner is contractually obligated to return the animal to the shelter if requested, in case the
contract or general conditions are not being followed.
Article 3.
With the signature of this contract, made in two identical copies for each of the contractually
obligated parties, both parties accept all articles of the contract and general conditions that make up a part of
this contract.

GENERAL CONDITIONS
OF ADOPTING AN ANIMAL

1. A person who signed an adoption contract and is following the general rules is called the adoptive owner.
2. Contracting parties have the right to break the contract if one of the parties does not comply with the terms
of agreement or general rules.
3. The institution has the right to terminate the contract if the adoptive owner does not comply with the
agreement about the accomodation and/or in case of an inappropriate treatment of the animal such as:
 keeping a dog on a chain ( contrary to the šrevious agreement)
 refusing to give the animal shelter from the elements
 torturing, beating, causing phisical harm
 inadequate and inappropriate nutrition
 using the animal in fights and /or hunting
 not walking the dog regularly
 refusing to give sufficient amount of water to the animal
 not socialising the animal
 keeping the animal isolated from people
4. The adoptive owner is obligated to provide the animal adequate treatment in case of ilness and to vaccinate
the animal against rabies.
5. The adoptive owner sgrees that members of the institution can visit unanounced to check on the animal and
if the owner is in compliance with the contract and general rules.
6. The institution is obligated to and has the right to regularly inquire about the adopted animal.
7. The institution is obligated to inform the adopted owner about the known health status of the animal being
adopted.
8. In the case of intentional phisical harm, torture or killing of the animal, the adoptive owner is legaly
responsible for any damages and fines.
9. The adoptive owner cannot euthanise the adopted animal without informing the institution.
10. In case of death of the adopted animal, the adoptive owner is obligated to inform the institution
immediately.
11. The institurion is not responsible for material, financial or other damage that the animal makes after signing
the adptiona greement.
12. The institution is obligated to notify the adoptive owner about the animal's character and its habbits.
13. The institution is obligated to give the adoptive owner instructions on how to handle and/or treat the animal
14. The institution is avaiable for any questions about the adopted animal.
15. In case that the adoptive owner cannot kepp the animal nay longer, the institution has to be informed and
the adoptive owner cannot give the animal to someone else without the institution's agreement.
16. In case that the doptive owner decides to return the animal, they return it to the shelter and pay the 500,00
kns fee.
17. The adoptive parent is obligated to inform the institution about the change of adress or redidence.
18. The institution guarantees the privacy of adoptive owner's personal information according to their wishes.
19. In case of litigation, that the contractually obligated parties couldn't resolve rhe case belongs to a
compenent court in City of Zagreb.
Theese general conditions contain 19 (nineteen) points and they are mandatory for both contractually obligated parties
that accepted them as such according to act 3. of the animal adoption contract.
Dumovec, __________ 2019.

Institution Zoological garden of Zagreb
Shelter for abandoned animals of city of Zagreb

Head of the shelter:

Signature of the adoptive owner:

____________________________

____________________________

Your pet has been vaccinated against following infectious diseases and parasites for the current year:
Disease/procedure
Rabies
Feline panleukopenia virus (FPV)
Feline viral rhinotracheitis (FVR)
Feline calicivirus (FCV)
Dehelmintisation

vacinated
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Vaccination/procedure
date

no
no
no
no
no

For future vaccinations please contact the veterinarian of your choice!

If your animal has not been spayed/neutered, we offer free surgery for that procedure. Please call
2008-354 to make your appointment. (If you get your dog fixed within a year of signing an adoption
contract with the shelter, it is free of charge. After a year from singing a contract, you will be charged
according to the shelter price list.)

